Protein adsorption at solid-liquid interfaces: Part I--Affinities of proteins for alumina surface.
Extent of adsorption (gamma pw) of bovine serum albumin, beta-lactoglobulin, gelatin and myosin at the alumina-water interface has been measured as function of protein concentration (Cp) at several temperatures, pH, and ionic strengths of the medium. gamma pw for proteins in most cases increases with increase of protein concentration but it attains maximum value gamma pw(m) when Cp is high. Values of maximum adsorption have been examined in terms of molecular orientation, molecular size and shape and unfolding of the packed proteins at the interface. In few cases, gamma pw increases with increase of Cp without reaching a real state of saturation as a result of aggregation of molecules or extensive unfolding of the protein at the interface. In the case of beta-lactoglobulin at pH 5.2 and ionic strength 0.05, gamma pw in high concentration region decreases to zero value when Cp increases. For myosin at 45 degrees C and pH 6.4, and also at 27 degrees and pH 7.8, the values of gamma pw are all negative and these negative values increase with increase of Cp. All these results have been explained in terms of significant competitions of water and protein for binding to the surface sites of the powdered alumina. Adsorption of myosin has also been found to be affected in the presence of NaCl, KCl, CaCl2, KI, Na2SO4, LiCl and urea. The relative affinities of the adsorption of various proteins for the surface of alumina at different physical conditions of the system have been compared in terms of maximum values of adsorption attained when gamma pw is varied with Cp. The affinities are shown to be compared more precisely in terms of the standard free energy decrease for the saturation of the surface by protein as a result of the change in its concentration from zero to unity in the mole fraction scale.